2014
GSMDCA National Specialty Awards Program

Greater Swiss Mountain Dog

Club of America

# Conformation Rankings

## Top Ten Breed (points)

1. GCH CH Painted Mtn Oliver Twist Of Fate, K Markley/R Markley (591)
2. GCH CH Derby's Toast With Gusto, S Copeland (281)
3. GCH CH Derby's All American, M Rusk/A Rusk/C Selleck/B Selleck (256)
4. GCH CH Nox's Luck Of The Irish CD RE VGS MDD NWPD WWD, D Fralick/B Fralick (235)
5. GCH CH Derby's X Marks The Spot NWPD, A Mcfadden/D Echols (231)
6. GCH CH Wildest Dream Midnight In Havana, R Mezzanotte/S Trenholm/T Bailey/J Bailey (214)
7. GCH CH Breezy Ridge Maximus, T Conway/K Krumpe (196)
8. GCH CH Serendipity's Handsome Dr.Zhivago, D Holly (102)
9. GCH CH Nox's George Bailey's Irish Creme WWDS CGC, N Kechner/J Comer/C Robson (100)

## Top Ten All-Breed (points)

1. GCH CH Derby's Toast With Gusto, S Copeland (9379)
2. GCH CH Painted Mtn Oliver Twist Of Fate, K Markley/R Markley (3164)
3. GCH CH Derby's X Marks The Spot NWPD, A Mcfadden/D Echols (1562)
4. GCH CH Derby's All American, M Rusk/A Rusk/C Selleck/B Selleck (730)
5. GCH CH Calypso V Alex Raven Moon, A Wilson/C Wilson/T Brown/B Brown (697)
6. GCH CH Nox's George Bailey's Irish Creme CGC, N Kechner/J Comer/C Robson (581)
7. GCH CH Wildest Dream Midnight In Havana, R Mezzanotte/S Trenholm/T Bailey/J Bailey (415)
8. GCH CH Breezy Ridge Maximus, T Conway/K Krumpe (376)
9. GCH CH Rivendell's Twilight, R Ney/R Ney/S Ney/S Ney (302)
10. GCH CH Dandelion Oskar, S Bullock/L Bullock (239)

## Top Ten Owner-Handled with owner handler (points)

1. GCH CH Rivendell's Twilight, Shelby Ney (71)
2. GCH. Fireside’s Pick Me Out a Winner CD OAP OJP VGS NWPD WWD DD, Melissa Jarriel (54)
3. GCH. Sunhaven’s Liberty of Grants Manor Farm, Alison Burns Woods (6)
4. Bit-A-Swissy’s This Ain’t My First Rodeo, Alison Burns Woods (6)

## Top Ten All-Breed Owner-Handled with owner handler (points)

1. GCH CH Rivendell's Twilight, Shelby Ney (302)
Versatility Greater Swiss (VGS)

CH Almrausch Garden Of The Princess CD DD NWPD VGS "Kaisten," Pamela S Capelli, 10/25/13
CH Almrausch Harmony In Green V. Aegis CD NDD NWPD VGS "Denver" Ronald B Capelli, 11/30/13
CH Cherished Deb's Perfect Pot of Tea CD RA THD CDX DD WWD VGS "Elliott," Debbie Fields, 10/12/13
GCHCH Cornerstone's Exquisite Warrior Maiden NDD NWPD CD RN VGS GN "Gerda," Jennifer Lind, 04/14/13
CH Double Q's Double Olive Martini CD RN CA WWD NDD NAP CGC HCTs VGS "Ollie," Tracy Brainard & Darlene Ward, 12/06/13
Dufenhof Race For The Pennant RN CD DD WWDD AJP AXP VGS "Sprite," Megan Fletcher Westenmeyer, 11/10/13
Halfmoon's Dashing Big Blue CD CGC WWD NDD WPDX VGS “Dash,” Linda & Danny Yanusz, 03/16/13
CH Matterhorn's Blumen NBDD DD WWDD RN CD VGS "Bluemmen,” Troy Riewe & Irene Tan, 05/11/13
CH Matterhorn's Stealth Bomber WPD RN DD CD VGS "Lester," Mary & Clint Spaar, 08/31/13
GCH CH Swiss Run's Jamaican Me Crazy CD RE WWD NDD VGS "Mon," Deanna & Ben Never, 11/09/13

Owner-Handled

Owner-Handled Champions (with owner handler)
Brush Creek’s Gabriel of TwinPeaks, Melissa Rucker (1)
Crown’s Captivating Lady of Camelot, Michael Rusk (2)
Double Q’s Count Fadri the Peach Ruler, Matt Koontz (1)
Frecajo’s Ace of Base, Kelly Nevin (4)
Matterhorn’s Big Hunk O’Love, Peter Ziegler (1)
Northwood’s Daddy-O Enzo, Erin Stammer (1)
RamsGate’s Full Moon Rising, Michelle Slate (1)
Trout Creek’s Playing For Keeps, Dorththea Sperline (1)
Whispering Palm’s Ten Gallon Hat v Matterhorn, Laurie Carmody (7)
Wildest Dream Hearts S.O. Had Enough, Dawn Fralick (1)

Owner-Handled Grand Champions (with owner handler)
Sunhaven’s Liberty of Grants Farm, Alison Burns (2)
Novice A
1 – 184.83, CH Wildest Dream Hearts S.O. Had Enough CD "Tangelo," Dawn Fralick
2 - 182.16, Cinderella's Addison CD BN RN WDD NWPD "Addison," Jennifer Fink
3 - 180.16, Halfmoon's Dashing Big Blue CD BN CGC RN NDD NWPD "Dash," Linda Yanusz
4 - 179.3, CH Matterhorn's Stealth Bomber CD RN NAP NJP WPD DD "Lester," Clinton Spaar
5 - 178, GCH CH Swiss Run's Jamaican Me Crazy CD RA "Mon," Deanna Never

Novice B
2 - 184.66, CH Almrausch Garden Of The Princess CD "Kaisten," Pamela Capelli
3 - 181, CH Wildest Dream S.O. Close To The Heart CD RN "Eros," Dawn Fralick
4 - 176.6, CH Almrausch Harmony In Green V. Aegis CD NWPD NDD "Denver," Ron Capelli
5 - 173, Dufenhof Race For The Pennant CD RN AXP AJP NDD "Sprite," Megan Westenmeyer

Open A
1 - 194, Derby's Wild Thing V. Reinherz CDX "Max," Pam Kalupa
2 - 186.5, CH Cherished Deb's Perfect Pot Of Tea CDX BN GN RE THD CGC NDD "Elliott," Deb Fields

Top Producers

Top Producing Sire of Champions (# Champions)
GCH Shadetree's Xango ROM-D "Stevie," Catherine Cooper (6)
CH Klaus Of Trout Creek ROM-D "Klaus," Bonnie Huett/Lisa Simonsen (6)

Top Producing Dam of Champions (# Champions)
CH Cherished Double Cup Of Tennessee Mud RN BN ROM-B "Dolly," Kimberly M Woollard (5)

Top Producing Sire of Working Titles (# Titles)
GCH Shadetree's Xango ROM-D "Stevie," Catherine Cooper (17)

Top Producing Dam of Working Titles (# Titles)
CH Cherished Double Cup Of Tennessee Mud RN BN ROM-B "Dolly," Kimberly M Woollard (14)
Versatility Register Of Merit (VROM)

CH Macalphine's Blackberi Brandi JHD NWPD CD VGS ROM-B RN VROM "Brandi," Laurie Carmody, 08/31/13
   (Raven, Blueman, Lester)

Dam

CH Painted Mtn. Kascade Rapids ROM-B “Kayak,” Janelle Kaiser/Lisa Simonsen, 01/20/13
   (Emmett, Lyric, Zippo, Shine, Cutter)

CH Shadetree's Quixote's Dulcinea RN OAP OJP NFP JHD DD ROM-B “Sophia,” Mary Jo & James Rasmussen, 02/17/13
   (Dicey, Bailey, Bruno, Siren, Fadri)

Trout Creek's Ile Of Marquesas ROM-B “Brie,” Bonnie Huett, 2/24/2013
   (Melody, Wink, Cooper, Onna, Tucker)

CH Breezy Ridge Marsanne Blanche ROM-B “Anke,” Holly Witzgall, 04/21/13
   (Barrett, Obi, Ellie, Gisela, Thor)

   (Millie, Havana, Bowie, Eros, Tangelo)

CH Shadetree's Tarentaise ROM-B "Taren," David & Cheryl Gerzabek, 07/07/13
   (Bryson, Gaelan, Logan, Becca, Hank)

GCH CH Swiss Run's Sd Denali RN NWPD WWD ROM-B "Aare," Deanna Never & Ben Never, 07/11/13
   (Helyas, Itchy, Rasta, Salvo, Cabot)

CH Cherished Double Cup Of Tennessee Mud RN BN ROM-B "Dolly," Kimberly M Woollard, 11/17/13
   (Royce, Elliott, Zuko, Charlie, Jameson)

Sire

CH Klaus of Trout Creek ROM-D “Klaus,” Bonnie Huett/Lisa Simonsen, 01/20/13
   (Melody, Wink, Cooper, Onna, Havana, Shine, Louise, Kloudy, Riley, Bowie)

GCH CH Alki's Robert Redwood For Landhof ROM-D "Robert," Kathleen Borgmeyer & Henry Borgmeyer, 10/19/13
   (Olivia, George, El Nino, Brutus, Ruby, Lotti, Guinnie, Quentin, Cindy, Quinn)
The Honorees From Last Awards Banquet Were:

**Friend Of The Swissy** – Cathy Cooper

**Exemplary Junior** – Nathan Houha

**Margaret Poole Lifetime Achievement Award** – Julianne Wilson

**Ambassador of the Breed** – Cherished A Country Diva "Reba" RN CD NWPD WWD NAPWDA Tracking & Cadaver Detention Dog VGS

**AKC Outstanding Sportsman Award** – Susan McClintick

**Breeder’s Cup Award** – Laurie Carmody – Matterhorn Greater Swiss

**Achievement award winners**
- Anna Wallace – Liberty Run Kennel
- Cathy Cooper – Shadetree Kennel
- Barbara Martinez – SunHaven Swissies
- Janelle Kaiser – Seneca Greater Swiss
Preferred Agility Excellent (PAX)

CH Shadetree's Xenia Of Twinpine UDX RE MJPB MJPS PAX VGSX MDD BDD WWDS "Jethro," Steve Likevich & Dori Likevich, 10/13/13

Master Agility Excellent Preferred 3 (MXP3)

CH Shadetree's Xenia Of Twinpine UDX RE MXP3 MJPB MJPS PAX VGSX MDD BDD WWDS "Jethro," Steve Likevich & Dori Likevich, 11/10/13

Master Bronze Agility Preferred (MXPB)

CH Shadetree's Xenia Of Twinpine VGSX MDD BDD WWDS UDX RE MXP2 MJPB MJPS "Jethro," Steve Likevich & Dori Likevich, 09/29/13

Master Agility Excellent Preferred 2 (MXP2)

CH Shadetree's Xenia Of Twinpine VGSX MDD BDD WWDS UDX RE MXP2 MJPS "Jethro," Steve Likevich & Dori Likevich, 07/28/13

Master Agility Excellent Preferred (MXP)

CH Cherished Nobody Doesn'T Like MXP MJP NFP JHD WWDS "SaraLee," Kimberly Woollard, 11/15/13
CH Suddanly Irish Draught CD RN MXP MJPS "Kenzie," Megan Fletcher Westenmeyer & Mr. Dustin Harley Westenmeyer, 11/30/13

Master Excellent Jumper Preferred 7 (MJP7)

CH Shadetree's Xenia Of Twinpine UDX RE MXP3 MXPB MJPS PAX VGSX MDD BDD WWDS "Jethro," Steve Likevich & Dori Likevich, 11/30/13

Master Excellent Jumper Preferred 6 (MJP6)

CH Shadetree's Xenia Of Twinpine VGSX MDD BDD WWDS UDX RE MXP2 MJPS "Jethro," Steve Likevich & Dori Likevich, 08/18/13

Master Silver Jumper Preferred (MJPS)

CH Shadetree's Xenia Of Twinpine VGSX MDD BDD WWDS UDX RE MXP MJPS "Jethro," Steve Likevich & Dori Likevich, 06/01/13

Master Excellent Jumper Preferred 5 (MJP5)

CH Shadetree's Xenia Of Twinpine VGSX MDD BDD WWDS UDX RE MXP MJPS "Jethro," Steve Likevich & Dori Likevich, 06/01/13

Master Excellent Jumper Preferred 4 (MJP4)

CH Shadetree's Xenia Of Twinpine UDX RE MXP MJPB BDD MDD WWDS VGSX "Jethro," Steve Likevich & Dori Likevich, 02/09/13

Master Excellent Jumper Preferred (MJP)

CH Cherished Nobody Doesn'T Like MXP MJP NFP JHD WWDS "SaraLee," Kimberly Woollard, 12/07/13

Agility Excellent Preferred (AXP)
Excellent Agility Jumper Preferred (AJP)

CH Cherished Nobody Doesn'T Like AXP OJP NFP JHD “Sara Lee,” Kimberly Woollard, 05/19/13
Dufenhof Race For The Pennant CD RN AXP AJP NDD "Sprite," Megan Fletcher Westenmeyer & Ellyn M Signet, 10/26/13

Open Agility Preferred (OAP)

CH Cherished Nobody Doesn'T Like AXP AJP NFP JHD "Sara Lee," Kimberly Woollard, 05/25/13
Dufenhof Race For The Pennant RN OAP AJP NDD "Sprite," Megan Fletcher & Ellyn M Signet, 03/24/13

Open Agility Jumpers Preferred (OJP)

CH Cherished Nobody Doesn'T Like OAP OJP NFP JHD "Sara Lee," Kimberly Woollard, 04/14/13

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP)

CH Cherished Nobody Doesn'T Like NAP JHD “Sara Lee,” Kimberly Woollard, 03/28/13
CH Matterhorn's Stealth Bomber CD RN NAP WPD DD VGS "Lester," Clinton Spaar III & Mary Jane Spaar, 11/22/13
Trout Creek's You'Re Just Jealous CD GN RE NAP DD "Heidi,“ John & Dorothea Sperline & Bonnie Huett, 10/06/13

Novice Agility Jumpers Preferred (NJP)

CH Cherished Nobody Doesn'T Like NJP NJP NFP JHD "Sara Lee," Kimberly Woollard, 03/29/13
CH Matterhorn's Stealth Bomber CD RN NAP NJP WPD DD VGS "Lester," Clinton Spaar III & Mary Jane Spaar, 11/23/13

Agility FAST Novice Preferred (NFP)

CH Cherished Nobody Doesn'T Like NAP NJP NFP JHD “Sara Lee,” Kimberly Woollard, 03/29/13

Tracking

Tracking Dog (TD)

CH Suma I-Am-Sam By Lonestar BN RN TD "Sami," Christine Lero & Mary Beth Usery & Lisa G Mayo, 03/03/13

Obedience
Utility Dog (UD)
Trout Creek's Kiska UD RAE OA OAJ "Sierra," Jim Franklin & Julie Franklin, 03/30/13

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX)
CH Cherished Deb's Perfect Pot Of Tea CDX BN GN RA CGC NDD "Elliott," Debbie Fields & Kimberly Woollard, 07/27/13
Derby's Wild Thing V Reinherz CDX "Max," Pamela S Kalupa & Kathryn Dombek & Elizabeth Schuh & Kristen Dombek, 04/07/13

Graduate Novice (GN)
CH Cherished Deb's Perfect Pot Of Tea CD BN GN RA CGC NDD "Elliott," Debbie Fields & Kimberly Woollard, 07/06/13
GCH CH Cornerstone's Exquisite Warrior Maiden CD BN GN RN CD VGS NWPD DD "Gerda," Jennifer Lind & A Rita Rimler, 09/14/13

Companion Dog (CD)
Almrausch Garden Of The Princess CD "Kaisten," Ronald B Capelli & Pamela S Capelli, 04/05/13
CH Almrausch Harmony In Green V. Aegis CD NWPD NDD "Denver," Kristin Krumpe & Pamela Capelli, 11/30/13
Cherished A Country Diva CD RN WWDD NWPD "Reba," Becky Gray, 01/06/13
Cherished Deb's Perfect Pot Of Tea CD "Elliott," Debbie Fields & Kimberly Woollard, 7/27/2013
Cinderella's Addison CD BN RN NDD NWPD "Addison," Miss Jennifer Lynn Fink, 04/20/13
Dufenhof Race For The Pennant CD RN OAP AJP NDD "Sprite," Megan Fletcher & Ellyn M Signet, 05/18/13
Halfmoon's Dashing Big Blue CD BN CGC WWD NDD WPDX "Dash," Linda Yanusz & Danny Yanusz, 03/16/13
CH Matterhorn's Stealth Bomber CD RN WPDD NDD "Lester," Mr. Clinton Spaar III & Mrs. Mary Jane Spaar, 08/31/13
CH Remington's Pride Love At First Sight CD RA CGC "Darla," Sandra Streit, 11/02/13
GCH CH Swiss Run's Jamaican Me Crazy CD RA "Mon," Deanna Never & Ben Never, 09/01/13

Beginner Novice (BN)
CH Andas Cherished Kalnu Legenda BN RN CGC NWPD NDD "Andas," Kimberly Woollard & Brad Sisk, 10/20/13
Cinderella's Addison BN RN "Addison," Miss Jennifer Lynn Fink, 01/05/13
CH Jotunheim Last Call BN "Trudi," Karen L Hannon & Lori Price & Kristin Krumpe, 05/18/13
CH Palisades Man In The Moon BN RA "Cody," Diana Iannaccone & Lynne F Kenney & Joseph Kenney, 07/20/13
Ramapos Matterhorn Right Where I Belong RN RA "Rosie," Diana Iannaccone & Heather Schrepel, 07/20/13
CH Sooner's Lucky Pooka Ciara BN "Ciara," Susan McClintick & Shawn McClintick, 10/27/13
CH Sooner's Persephone Goddess Of Spring BN CGC "CC," Ashley Marie McClintick & Susan A McClintick, 10/26/13
GCH CH Stoney Acres Delilah's Rhea Sunshine BN RN "Rhea," Doreen Holly & Susan Ottolini, 07/18/13

Rally Advanced Excellent 2 (RAE2)
Trout Creek's Kiska UD RAE2 OA OAJ "Sierra," Jim Franklin & Julie Franklin, 06/01/13

Rally Excellent (RE)
Rally Advanced (RA)

GCH CH Derby's Xotic Daisy O'Spot RA NWPD "Daisy," Alan Mcfadden & Debra Echols & Kristin Kleeman, 07/26/13

CH Double Q Bruno ! RA CGC "Bruno," Fredrika J Teute & Clyde A Haulman, 08/16/13

CH Crimson's Pride Love At First Sight RA CGC "Darla," Sandra Streit, 09/11/13

GCH CH Derby's Xotic Daisy O'Spot RE NWPD "Daisy," Alan Mcfadden & Debra Echols & Kristin Kleeman, 10/26/13

GCH CH Swiss Run's Jamaican Me Crazy CD RA "Mon," Deanna Never & Ben Never, 09/01/13

Rally Novice (RN)

CH Andas Cherished Kalnu Legenda BN RN CGC NWPD NDD "Andas," Kimberly Woollard & Brad Sisk, 10/20/13


GCH CH Derby's Xotic Daisy O'Spot RN NWPD "Daisy" Alan Mcfadden & Debra Echols & Kristin Kleeman, 07/26/13

Double Q's Come Fly With Me RN "Scopey," Jan Collins, 09/22/13

Geveden Leo's Measure Of Torque CD RN "Torque," Jessica Newman, 01/27/13

Landhof's Talsee Of Brush Creek RN "Talsee," Byron Cross & Tiffanie Cross, 08/24/13

Matterhorn's Brie RN "Brie," Elaine Taylor, 06/16/13

Matterhorn's Dublin Diva RN NWPD "Willow," Jessie Ann Mahoney, 06/08/13

Matterhorn's Get On Your Boots RN "Boots," Laurie Carmody, 04/07/13

Quiet Valleys Special Delivery RN "Nelson," Patricia A Cole & Teresa Routh, 08/24/13

CH Remington's Pride Love At First Sight RN CGC "Darla," Sandra Streit, 08/25/13

Rivendell's Almighty Zeus RN CGC "Jupiter," Krystal D Sullivan & Robin Ney & Shelby Ney, 03/16/13

CH Snowy Mountain Eye Of The Storm V Magnum RN "Twister," Todd A Snyder & Sandra L Snyder, 02/17/13


Canine Good Citizen (CGC)

100 Acres Golden Girl Lager CGC, Rosemary P Warner, 08/19/13

Aegis Morning Kaffee At Paley Park CGC "Kaylee," Lauren & Michael Dickson, 12/14/13

Andas Cherished Kalnu Legenda CGC NWPD "Andas," Kimberly Woollard, 04/30/13

Barton Manor's Smooth Finesse CGC, Angela Kirmayer & Alan Kirmayer, 12/18/13

Barton Manor's Jenny CGC "Jenny," Kathy Tison, 04/23/13


Blue View's Prairie Home Companion CGC "Keilor," Deborah Davis, 12/14/13

Bodhi CGC, Mathew Horn & Jessica Lipschitz, 11/30/13

Brush Creek's Jona Of Landhof CGC "Jona," Laurie Marubio, 05/28/13

Cedar Coves Montgomery Sam CGC "Sam," Mary Lane & Rob Lane, 07/06/13

CedarCoves Hardy Stout CGC "Guinness," Aaron Nusbaum & Jacki Nusbaum, 01/25/13

Cherished Home For The Holidays CGC "Holly," Carissa Hensley & Kimberly Woollard, 07/02/13

Cherished Memorial Day-Ne ver Forget CGC "Gunner," Stacey Kusner & Nate Kusner, 08/19/13

Cornerstone's Diamonds Are A Girl's Best Friend CGC "Div," Barb Tokunaga & Milt Tokunaga, 07/22/13

Houha's Lighthouse Of Alexandria CGC "Molly," Gina Ome, 04/03/13

Imperials Golden Girl CGC, Jason Burtness, 04/25/13

Land's End Emma CGC "Emma," Brenda Rosa, 06/29/13

Liberty Run's Good Golly Miss Molly CGC "Molly," Callie Myers, 12/07/13
GCH CH Nox's George Bailey's Irish Creme CGC WWDS "George," Nancy Kechner & Colleen Robson & Julie Comer, 09/10/13
GCH CH Nox's Precious Black Seal CGC NWPD "Sirius," Nancy Kechner & Colleen Robson & Hannah Fournell-Farrell, 08/24/13
Platinum's Magnum Revolver CGC "Magnum," Danielle Markel & Garth Markel, 06/03/13
Seavardige's Xtra Spcl Drst Xeriscape CGC, Marilyn Godbee, 12/15/13
Shamrock Angel Among Us CGC "Reya," Julianne Wilson & Rob Wilson, 10/26/13
CH Sooner's Lucky Pooka Ciara CGC "Ciara," Susan Mcclintick & Shawn Mcclintick, 09/21/13
CH Sooner's Persephone Goddess Of Spring CGC "CC," Ashley Marie Mcclintick & Mrs. Susan A Mcclintick, 06/22/13
Sooner's Taste The Rainbow CGC "Skittles," Susan A Mcclintick, 09/21/13
Suma-Shadetree's Without You CGC "Chloe," Hannah Zimmerman, 06/01/13
Wildest Dream Stella Bella's Wish CGC "Stella," Louis Castello & Mary Castello, 06/11/13
Wildest Dream Tucked In With A Kiss CGC "Tucker," Chris Dykstra, 06/25/13

Master Draft Dog (MDD)
CH Sudnly Xmlr Ty Jumpin Jack Flash MDD NFP NAP BDD "Flash," Jan Collins and Dan Campeau, 11/10/13

Draft Dog (DD)
CH Almrausch Garden Of The Princess CD NWPD DD "Kaisten," Pamela S and Ronald B Capelli, 10/25/13
CH Andas Cherished Kalnu Legenda NWPD CGC DD "Andas," Kimberly Woodard, 10/12/13
GCH CH Bermuda Highs Pick Up The Pace ROM-B DD NWPD BDD "Sidney," Heather M Wilson and Pricilla Phillips, 03/30/13
CH Cherished Deb's Perfect Pot of Tea CD BN GN RA CGC THD DD "Elliot," Debbie Fields and Kim Woollard, 09/09/13
Cinderella's Addison DD NWPD RN CD "Addison," Jennifer Fink, 09/09/13
Dufenhof Race for the Pennant RN CD DD AJP AXP "Sprite," Megan Fletcher, 11/09/13
GCH CH Fireside's Pick Me Out A Winner CD NJP OAP VGS NWPD WWD DD "Hobbs," Melissa H. and J. Brett Jarriel, 10/25/13
CH HalfMoon's Colonel Crockett WPDX DD "Davy," Marlys Eichhoefer, 03/09/13
GCH CH Matterhorn's Mnemosyne RN WPD DD "Windy," Laurie Carmody, 04/27/13
GCH CH Swiss Run's Jamaican Me Crazy CD RA WWD DD VGS "Mon," Deanna and Ben Never, 11/11/13

Novice Draft Dog (NDD)
Andas Cherished Kalnu Legenda CGC NWPD NDD "Andas," Kimberly Woodard, 05/11/13
CH Cherished Deb's Perfect Pot of Tea NDD CD RA "Elliot," Debbie Fields and Kim Woollard, 05/12/13
CH Cornerstone's Exquisite Warrior Maiden NDD NWPD CD RN "Gerda," Jennifer Lind and Rita Rimler, 04/14/13
HalfMoon's Talon NDD "Boomer," Amy Allen, 03/30/13
Matterhorn's Get on Your Boots "Boots," RN NDD Laurie Carmody, 04/28/13
CH Snowy Mountain Eye of the Storm v Magnum RN NDD "Twister," Todd and Sandi Snyder, 09/09/13
Suddanly Enjoying The Big Blue View "Riker," Megan Westenmeyer, 04/28/13
GCH CH Swiss Run's Jamaican Me Crazy CD RA WWD NDD "Mon," Deanna and Ben Never, 11/09/13
Whispering Palm's Ten Gallon Hat V Matterhorn RN JHD NWPD NDD "Dallas," Laurie Carmody, 04/27/13

Master Draft Dog (MBDD)
CH Bermuda High's Catch a Wave MBDD MDD CD NWPD VGS "Yuri," Pricilla Phillips, 03/30/13
CH Breezy Ridge Cremant de Jura MDD CD NWPD VGS MBDD "Jura," Ron & Pam Capelli, 10/25/13
GCH CH Breezy Ridge Merlot del Ticino CDX WPDX MDD VGSX MBDD "Brig," Ron & Pam Capelli, 10/25/13

**Brace Draft Dog (BDD)**

CH Liberty Run's Just a Little Sueshot CD RE MFP AXP AJP VGS DD BDD "Annie," Jan Collins, 11/10/13
CH Sudnly Xmr Ty Jumpin Jack Flash NAP NFP MDD BDD "Flash," Jan Collins and Dan Campeau, 11/10/13

**Herding Started Course A Cattle (HSAdsc)**

CH Petra Of Whispering Pine HSAdsc HIAs STDc ATDs OTDc OTDd STDsGSM HSAs HRD-I STDc "Petra," Tom Easterly & Grace Easterly, 07/05/13

**Herding Trial Arena Dog II (HTAD II-s)**

Seneca's Gypsy Boots NWPD, HRD I-s, HTAD I-d, HTAD II-s, HTD I-d, JHD-s "Gypsy," Allison Allen, 11/23/2013

**Herding Trial Arena Dog I (HTAD I-d)**

Seneca's Gypsy Boots NWPD, HRD I-s, HTAD I-d, HTAD II-s, HTD I-d, JHD-s "Gypsy," Allison Allen, 11/23/2013

**Herding Trial Dog I (HTD I-d)**

Seneca's Gypsy Boots NWPD, HRD I-s, HTAD I-d, HTAD II-s, HTD I-d, JHD-s "Gypsy," Allison Allen, 11/23/2013

**Junior Herding Dog - sheep (JHD-s)**

Landhof's Talsee of Brush Creek RN JHD "Zuri," B Cross/T Cross, 11/23/13
CH Painted Mtn's Reconrisanence JHD "Recon," Lisa Simonsen, 02/09/13

**Pre-Trial Tested (PT)**

CH Whispering Palm's Ten Gallon Hat V Matterhorn RN PT JHD WDD NWPD "Dallas," Laurie Raynor-Carmody, 08/30/13

**Coursing Ability (CA)**

Double Q's Double Olive Martini RN CD NDD WWD CA "Ollie," Tracy Brainard & Darlene Ward, 04/11/13
Seneca's Roman Candle Reign's Vesta CA WWD "Vesta," Jennie Chen, 01/06/13

**Therapy Dog (THD)**

CH Breezy Ridge Der Schafhirt THD "Thor," Joan Leitzes & Karen Hannon, 09/12/13
CH Cherished Deb's Perfect Pot Of Tea CD BN GN RA THD CGC "Elliott," Debbie Fields & Kimberly Woollard, 07/22/13

CH Dixieland Blazing Maximus CD RN THD VGS WPD DD WWDS "Mouse," Jennie Y Chen, 12/12/13

Working Pack Dog Excellent (WPDX)

GCH CH Breezy Ridge Merlot del Ticino CDX WPDX MDD VGSX MBDD "Brig," Ron & Pam Capelli, 02/03/13

Working Pack Dog (WPD)

Frecajo's Ace of Base WPD RN WWDS JHD "Fender," Kelly Nevin, Margaret McKee & Carina Rehn, 2/2/2013

CH Matterhorn's Last Hoo-Rah RN PT JHD NDD WPD "Comet," Laurie Carmody, 03/10/13

CH Matterhorn's Mr. Goodbar WPD "Molson," Chris & Meredith Powell and Laurie Carmody, 1/19/13

CH Matterhorn's Stealth Bomber WPD DD RN "Lester," Mary & Clint Spaar & Laurie Carmody, 1/20/13

Novice Working Pack Dog (NWPD)

CH Almrausch Garden of the Princess CD NWPD "Kaisten," Pamela S Capelli and Ronald B Capelli, 09/13/13

CH Almrausch Harmony in Green v Aegis NWPD NDD "Denver," Ronald B Capelli, Pamela S Capelli, and Kristin Krumpe, 09/13/13

Andas Cherished Kalnu Legenda NWPD "Andas," Kimberly Woollard & Brad Sisk 03/23/2013


GCH CH Fireside's Pick Me Out A Winner CD NDD VGS WWDS NAP NJP NWPD "Hobbs," Melissa H. Jarriel and J. Brett Jarriel, 1/13/13

Gremlin FKA Barrett NWPD "Gremlin," Amy Horton & Adam Thornton, 10/27/13

Houha's Jersey Shore Delight "Jersey," NWPD Kara Fields, 03/03/13

CH Mountain High's Arctic Lights NWPD "Peyton," Veronique "Nikki" Kuhlman, 05/11/13

CH Mountain High's Arctic Wind NWPD "Reagan," Veronique "Nikki" Kuhlman, 05/12/13

Seneca's Roman Candle Reign's Vesta CA WWDS "Vesta," Jennie Chen, 02/03/2013

GCH CH Stoney Acres Delilah's Rhea Sunshine RN BN NWPD "Rhea," Doreen Holly & Susan Ottolini, 11/24/2013

Trout Creek's Bicycle Race NWPD "Schwinn," Joe & Shannon Jones and Bonnie Huett, 12/15/2013

Trout Creek's Time To Have Some Fun NWPD "Barley," Patti Ann & James Monzie and Bonnie Huett, 12/15/2013

Whispering Palm's Ten Gallon Hat V Matterhorn RN JHD NWPD "Dallas," Laurie Carmody, 03/09/13

ACE Award (ACE)

CH Dahlgren's April Lily of the Valley ACE "Lily," Katrine and Skip Shorb & Jenna Starr-Farling, 11/08/13

CH Nox's I Wish I Had a Six Pack ACE, "Wyatt," Jenna Starr-Farling & Robert Via Jr., 09/01/13

Working Weight Dog Superior (WWDS)

CH Cherished Nobody Doesn't Like WWDS JHD AXP AJP NFP "SaraLee," Kimberly Woollard, 09/10/13

CH Cherished Regal Rolls Royce WWDS "Royce," Kara Fields and Kimberly Woollard, 12/29/2013

CH Dahlgren's April Lily of the Valley WWDS "Lily," Katrine and Skip Shorb & Jenna Starr-Farling, 09/10/13

Halfmoon's Lightning WWDS "Stormy," Jose Hernandez, 10/11/13
GCH CH Nox's George Bailey's Irish Creme WWDS "George," Nancy Kechner, Julie Comer & Colleen Robson, 09/02/13
Nox's I Wish I Had a Six Pack WWDS "Wyatt," Jenna Starr-Farling & Robert Via Jr, 04/14/13
Ticino's Lindor of Blossom Hill WWDS "Truffle," Karen Gross, 12/22/2013

**Working Weight Dog Excellent (WWDX)**

CH Andas Cherished Kalnu Legenda WWDX NWPD NDD "Andas," Kimberly Woollard & Brad Sisk, 12/29/2013
CH Cherished All You Need Is Love WWDX "Charlie," Seth Hayes & Kimberly Woollard, 12/29/2013
CH Cherished Nobody Doesn't Like WWDX JHD AXP AJP NFP "SaraLee," Kimberly Woollard, 09/10/13
CH Cherished Regal Rolls Royce WWDX "Royce," Kara Fields and Kimberly Woollard, 12/29/2013
CH Dahlgren's April Lily of the Valley WWDX "Lily," Katrine and Skip Shorb & Jenna Starr-Farling, 09/10/13
Halfmoon's Lightning WWDX "Stormy," Jose Hernandez, 10/11/13
GCH CH Nox's George Bailey's Irish Creme WWDX "George," Nancy Kechner, Julie Comer & Colleen Robson, 08/31/13
Nox's I Wish I Had a Six Pack WWDX "Wyatt," Jenna Starr-Farling & Robert Via Jr, 04/13/13
Ticino's Lindor of Blossom Hill WWDX "Truffle," Karen Gross, 12/22/2013

**Working Weight Dog (WWD)**

CH Andas Cherished Kalnu Legenda WWD NWPD NDD "Andas," Kimberly Woollard & Brad Sisk, 12/29/2013
CH Cherished All Over the Page WWD "Betty," Kimberly Woollard, 12/29/2013
Cherished All You Need Is Love WWD "Charlie," Seth Hayes & Kimberly Woollard, 10/26/13
Cherished Dancing Til Midnight WWD "Ellie," Gary Stetler/ Kim Woollard, 10/12/2013
CH Cherished Deb's Perfect Pot of Tea CD RA THD CDX DD WWD "Elliott," Debbie Fields & Kim Woollard, 10/12/13
CH Cherished Nobody Doesn't Like WWD JHD AXP AJP NFP "SaraLee," Kimberly Woollard, 09/10/13
CH Cherished Regal Rolls Royce WWD "Royce," Kara Fields and Kimberly Woollard, 12/29/2013
CH Dahlgren's April Lily of the Valley WWD "Lily," Katrine and Skip Shorb & Jenna Starr-Farling, 06/22/13
Double Q's Double Olive Martini CD RN WWD NDD CGC "Ollie," Tracy Brainard & Darlene Ward 02/10/13
Dufenhof Race for the Pennant CD DD WWD AJP AX/ "Sprite," Megan Fletcher, 11/09/13
Halfmoon's Lightning WWD "Stormy," Jose Hernandez, 10/11/13
Houha's Jersey Shore Delight WWD "Jersey," Kara Fields, 05/26/2013
GCH CH Landhof's Jenna of Brush Creek WWD "Jenna," William & Shirley Irvine, 05/26/13
CH Matterhorn's Blumen NBDD DD WW/ RN CD "Bluemen," Troy Riewe and Irene Tan, 05/11/13
CH Seneca's Roman Candle Reigns Vesta WW/ RN CD "Vesta," Jennie Chen & Janelle Kaiser, 02/17/13
GCH CH Swiss Run's Jamaican Me Crazy CD RA WWD NDD "Mon.," Deanna and Ben Never, 11/09/13
Ticino's Lindor of Blossom Hill WWD "Truffle," Karen Gross, 12/22/2013
GCH CH Trout Creek's On Fire At Shadetree WWD "Copper," Cathy Cooper, 02/10/13
GCH CH Witkacy Caveat Actor WWD "Max," Kathy and Alyssa Kimmeth, 06/13/13

**Grand Championship (GCH)**

- GCH CH Alpinez In Living Color "Max," Janet Crown & Alyssa Ashton Shah & Steve Robinson, 06/30/13
- GCH CH Bluemist's Ella Fitzgerald, Robert Carlson & Paula Botkin & Kathleen Carlson, 02/03/13
- GCH CH Breezy Ridge Kamerade Von Aegis "Obi," Virginia O'Rorke & Kristin Krumpe, 05/11/13
- GCH CH Carlson's Magnificent Aurora Borealis "Rory," Robert Carlson & Paula Botkin & Kathleen Carlson, 08/24/13
- GCH CH Cornerstone's Exquisite Warrior Maiden CD BN RN NWPD WWD "Gerda," Jennifer Lind & A Rita Rymler, 08/17/13
• GCH CH Cornerstone's Extreme Heat "Flash," Ann DiVirgilio & Gary Rimler & Suzette Reuschel-DiVirgilio & Ann Rita, 02/17/13
• GCH CH Crown's Captivating Lady Of Camelot "Guinne," Amber Rusk & Michael Rusk II, 05/18/13
• GCH CH Dandelion Oskar "Oz," Shane Bullock & Laura Bullock, 09/06/13
• GCH CH Jotunheim Daphne "Tessa," Meredith Garrett & Lori Price & Mark Harris, 10/27/13
• GCH CH Ramsgate's Witchy Woman "Akeila," Jessica Wagner & Antoinette Killpatrick & Michele Slate & Robert Sprinkle, 01/19/13
• GCH CH Serendipity's Handsome Dr.Zhivago "Vago," Doreen Holly, 07/18/13
• GCH CH Suma-Shadetree Pewaukee "Bentley," Mary Beth Usery & Mrs. Catherine O Cooper, 10/06/13
• GCH CH Sunhavens Liberty Of Grants Farm Manor "Liberty," Charon Alison Burns & Barbara Martinez & John F Woods, 02/14/13
• GCH CH Swiss Run's Jamaican Me Crazy RN "Mon," Deanna Never & Ben Never, 07/13/13
• GCH CH Wildest Dream Enchanted Sojourner CGC "King," Susan Robinson & John C Bailey & Tina Bailey & Jennifer Logan, 08/24/13
• GCH CH Wildest Dream M Genuine Draft "Millie," Tina Bailey & John C Bailey, 04/21/13

Championship (CH)
CH Aegis Bronx Bomber "Bronx," Kristin Krumpe, 12/14/13
CH Aegis Don'T Need To Be Coy, Roy "Roy," Kristin Krumpe, 01/05/13
CH Alastair's Lovesick Blues "Hank," David Moore & Pamela Moore, 07/07/13
CH Almrausch Garden Of The Princess CD "Kaisten," Ronald B Capelli & Pamela S Capelli, 07/14/13
CH Alpinez Color Me Royal Of Glencroft "Kait," Nancy Glenn & Alyssa Ashton Shah, 04/06/13
CH Alpinez Colorful Dream "Jetta," Alyssa Ashton Shah, 04/20/13
CH Alpinez Gold Digger "Lucy," Alyssa A Shah, 08/24/13
CH Alpinez Heart Of Gold, Lori Gortetzian & Alyssa A Shah, 11/02/13
CH Alpinez Pirate's Gold "Gambit," Craig Lozofsky & Alyssa A Shah, 06/01/13
CH Andas Cherished Kalnu Legenda CNWDNDD "Andas," Kimberly Woollard & Brad Sisk, 05/26/13
CH Bermuda Hi's Ready, Set, Go "Darby," Mike Difffe & Robbie Diffey, 04/12/13
CH Bluemist's Bob Seger And The Silver Bullet Band, Amy Jo Clark & Thomas Clark Jr., 10/19/13
CH Breezy Rider Der Schafhirt "Thor," Joan Leitzes & Holly Witzgall, 04/21/13
CH Brush Creek's Gabriel Of Twinpeaks "Gabriel," Melissa Rucker & Brigitte Rhinehart, 09/15/13
CH Calypso Heath's Miss Mcgillicuddy "Lucy," Daniela Jex & Todd Thornton & Terry Brown & Erik Jex, 08/17/13
CH Calypso Scrabble's Mensa "Mensa," Terry Brown & Bev Brown & Chris Wilson & Amy Wilson, 05/03/13
CH Carlson's Magnificent Aurora Borealis "Rory," Robert Carlson & Paula Botkin & Kathleen Carlson, 03/24/13
CH Cedarcoves Always Devoted "Pia," Suzi Schuepbach, 02/17/13
CH Cedarcoves Hardy Stout CGC "Guinness," Aaron Nusbaum & Jacki Nusbaum, 02/18/13
CH Cherished All You Need Is Love "Charlie," Seth Hayes & Kimberly Woollard, 11/15/13
CH Cherished Deb's Perfect Pot Of Tea CD BN RA CGC "Eliott," Debbie Fields & Kimberly Woollard, 04/06/13
CH Cherished Leader Of The T-Birds "Zuko," Kimberly Woollard, 10/13/13
CH Cherished Regal Rolls Royce "Royce," Kara Fields & Kimberly Woollard, 02/10/13
CH Cordillera's Roy Al Duke Of Dry Creek "Brix," Steve Zichich, 09/14/13
CH Cornerstone's Exquisite Warrior Maiden CN NWPD "Gerda," Jennifer Lind & A Rita Rimler, 02/15/13
CH Crown's Charmed Cinderella "Cindy," Amber Rusk & Michael Rusk, 10/19/13
CH Dahlgren's April Lily Of The Valley "Lily," Katrine Shorb & Skip Shorb & Jenna Starr-Faloring, 01/19/13
CH Dandelion Oskar "Oz," Shane Bullock & Laura Bullock, 02/17/13
CH Double Q's Count Fadri The Peach Rule "Fadri," Matthew Koontz & Sallyann Koontz, 02/17/13
CH Double Q's Double Olive Martini CD RN NDD WWDCGC "Ollie," Tracy Brainard & Darlene Ward, 12/06/13
CH Dufenhof Presumed Innocent "Tommy," Ellyn M Signet, 06/02/13
CH Fireside's A River Runs Through It v Sawmill "River," Laura Bullock, 02/02/13
CH Fireside's The Chase "Jake," Paula Robles, 08/24/13
CH Fivepoint Alpinez Trickortreat Candy "Candy," Alyssa A Shah, 02/24/13
CH Frecajo's Ace Of Base RN NDD JHDP WPD WWDF "Fender," Kelly Nevin & Margaret McKee, 04/12/13
CH Gideon Des Joyeuses Gambades "Gideon," Erin McWilliams, 05/27/13
CH Halfmoon's Cupboard Under The Stairs "Lola," Dr. Jeff, Lydia, Carrie & Jonas Ellington, 04/14/13
CH Houha's I'M No Angel "Angel," Loreen Houha & Nathan Houha, 06/16/13
CH Jotunheim Chuao "Chuey," Patricia Runde & Lori Price, 01/26/13
CH Jotunheim Daphne "Tessa," Meredith Garrett & Lori Price & Mark Harris, 04/21/13
CH Jotunheim Nelson "Newton," Kris Shields & Lori Price, 09/27/13
CH Landhof's Quentin Of Brush Creek "Quentin," Teresa Ealey & Kathleen Borgia, 03/09/13
CH Landhof's Quinn Of Brush Creek "Quinn," Sarah Tobias & Kathleen Borgia & Phillip Jensen, 10/19/13
CH Land's End Eversomuchmoreso "Lola," Winifred Sienkewicz & Chloe Sienkewicz & Karen Changard, 01/05/13
CH Matterhorn's Big Huck O' Love "Barli," Peter Ziegler & Laurie Carmody, 10/27/13
CH Matterhorn's Burning Down The House "Pyro," Laurie Raynor-Carmody & Alexandra Carmody, 07/06/13
CH Matterhorn's Bullet The Blue Sky "Mack," Steven Paul & Maria Paul & Laurie Carmody, 09/28/13
CH Matterhorn's Cotton Candy RN "Candy," Kim Floyd & Laurie Carmody, 08/11/13
CH Northwoods Daddy-O Enzo, "Enzo," Erin Stammer & Dr. Rebecca Martin, 08/25/13
CH Nox's I Wish I Had A Six Pack WWDS "Wyatt," Jenna Starr-Farling & Robert E Via Jr., 05/18/13
CH Painted Mtn's Olaf The Viking Pirate "Olaf," Lisa K Simonsen & Kathy Deyo, 08/11/13
CH Palisades Dancing The Rhombus, Lynne F Kenney & Josephine Kenney, 09/27/13
CH Quiet Valleys Semper Fi "Gunner," Paula Ellis & Patricia A Cole & Teresa Routh, 04/12/13
CH Ramsgate's Full Moon Rising "Luna," Michelle Slate & Antoinette Killpatrick, 12/07/13
CH Remington's Pride Love At First Sight CGC "Darla," Sandra Streit, 06/15/13
CH Rivendell Noble Bushido Jadan "Thor," Robin M Ney & Dolores Dorsey, 06/21/13
CH Severle's Almighty Zeus RN CGC "Jupiter," Kristal D Sullivan & Robin Ney & Shelby Ney, 08/22/13
CH Severle's Tokyo Rose "Faye," Robin, Randy, Summmer, & Shelby E Ney, 11/03/13
CH Seavaridge 'Twas The Night Before "Noel," Dr. Christie R Gisewhite & Mrs. Blanche P Roberts, 05/24/13
CH Seavaridge's The Verdict Is In V Claddagh "Guilty," Carla L Fleming & Mr. Mark H Fleming, 07/14/13
CH Seavaridge's Under The Thunder "Thunder," Dr. Christie R Gisewhite & Blanche Roberts, 08/09/13
CH Seneca's Day Tripper NWPD JHD "Cutter," Janelle Kaiser, 01/20/13
CH Seneca's Roman Candle Reign's Vesta CA WWD NWPD "Vesta," Jennie Chen & Janelle Kaiser, 10/24/13
CH Serendipity's Handsome Dr.Zhivago "Vago," Doreen Holly, 02/24/13
CH Shadetree's Joyful Coco "Coco," Donna Rollins & Gregory Rollins, 02/03/13
CH Shamrock Angel Among Us CGC "Reya," Julianne Wilson & Rob Wilson, 12/08/13
CH Sooner's Gimme A Break "KitKat," Anna Wallace, 11/16/13
CH Sooner's Persephone Goddess Of Spring "CC," Ms. Ashley Marie McClintick & Mrs. Susan A McClintick, 05/27/13
CH Sooner's Uno The Wild Card, Susan McClintick, 11/17/13
CH Suma's Milo "Milo," Laura and Eric Hendrix, 12/07/13
CH Suma's Xango Tango "Tango," Mary Beth Usery, 11/15/13
CH Suma-Shadetree Good Girl Friday "Friday," Katie Markley & Randy Markley, 08/10/13
CH Suma-Shadetree Little Boy Blue "Blue," Catherine O Cooper & Mary Beth Usery & Todd and Lori Gerner, 11/03/13
CH Swiftwater Grand Prix "Jarno," Regina Reese, 12/07/13
CH Swiss Run And Shadetree Too Drunk to Fish "Never," Andrea Moye, 09/13/13
CH Swiss Run's Miss Scarlett "Rasta," Carolyn Tulumello & Deanna Never & Mike Tulumello, 01/13/13
CH Swiss Run's Six Impossible Things Before Breakfast "Cabot," Kaitlin Super & Deanna Never, 07/11/13
CH Swiss Run's Strageto "Salvo," Colleen Hooker & Deanna Never & John Hooker, 01/13/13
CH Trout Creek's On A Roll "Tucker," Kris Mikkelborg & Bonnie Huett, 02/24/13
CH Trout Creek's Playin' For Keeps BN RN "Ruger," John Sperline & Dorothea Sperline, 06/23/13
CH Trout Creek's Time For Another At Land's End "Brew," Winifred Sienkewicz, 11/24/13
CH Trout Creek's Top Hat In Tails CGC "Ted," Sharon Gardner & Bonnie Huett, 05/04/13
CH Twinpeaks Et Remuant Le Pot "Cecelia," Erin McWilliams, 09/29/13
CH Twinpeaks Louis Xiii De Remy Martin "Remy," Erin McWilliams, 09/12/13
CH Whispering Palm's Ten Gallon Hat V Matterhorn RN JHD WWD NWPD "Dallas," Laurie Raynor-Carmody, 06/07/13
The AKC and GSMDCA titles recognized at this banquet cover the period January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013.

Conformation Rankings are for the Calendar Year 2013.

Obedience Top Winners are for the Calendar Year 2013.

Owner-Handled Champions are for the Calendar Year 2013.

*= Titles earned during the last awards period and not included in the last Awards Program.

If you wish to report a title, or learn how to earn one, contact:

Draft Chair – Jim Rasmussen
Herding Chair – Laurie Carmody
Obedience Chair – Chris Lero
Pack Dog Chair – Teresa Petterson
Versatility Chair – Kelly Nevin
Weight Pull Chair – Jenna Starr-Farling
Working Titles Chair – Kelly Nevin

If you have a correction to your Swissy’s information, contact:

Awards Chair – Tracy A. Brainard, tbrain15@gmail.com

Register of Merit
A ROM is earned for progeny that receive an AKC Championship. A dam must produce 5 champions and a sire must produce 10 champions.

Legion of Merit
Awarded to Sires that have produced 3 ROM offspring and Dams that have produced 2 ROM offspring.

Versatility Greater Swiss
The versatility award was created to recognize those Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs who show great breadth of achievement. One of the primary goals of this award is to encourage all Swissy breeders and owners to preserve the Swissy as an "all around" dog with a long tradition as a multi-use farm dog as well as a beautiful show dog. A VGS title is earned upon completion of the CD title, plus 3 other GSMDCA accepted titles, including those in the areas of Draft Dog, Pack Dog, Working Weight Dog, Agility, Herding, Conformation.
**Versatility Greater Swiss Excellent**
The Versatility Greater Swiss Excellent (VGSX) title is awarded to dogs whose achievements have been recognized with at least four (4) conformation, obedience, and performance event certifications earned beyond primary levels. Dogs receiving the VGSX title must have completed at least an AKC conformation Championship (CH), and AKC Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) title, and two (2) other titles from two (2) of the other performance categories at advanced levels.

**Versatile Companion Dog**
Versatile Companion Dog 1 (VCD1) is given to a dog that has earned the AKC titles of Companion Dog (CD), Novice Agility (NA) or Novice Agility Preferred (NAP), Novice Agility Jumpers (NAJ) or Novice Agility Jumpers Preferred (NJP), and Tracking Dog (TD).

**Draft Dog**
Draft Tests are a series of exercises designed to develop and demonstrate the natural abilities of purebred Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs in a working capacity. The Greater Swiss Mountain Dog has historically functioned as a draft dog in various capacities, and performance of these exercises is intended to demonstrate skills resulting from both inherent ability and training which are applicable to realistic work situations. Dogs must be willing to work with their handlers and the exercises must be accomplished efficiently. It is also desirable that the dog evidence willingness and enjoyment of his work in a combination of controlled teamwork with his handler and natural independence. To earn a GSMDCA draft dog title, your swissy must earn a passing score in all elements of the draft test. A NDD title is earned at the Novice (on-leash) level, and a DD title is earned at the Open (off-leash) level.

**Pack Dog**
Earning a Pack Dog title requires the dog to carry a percentage of its weight on a 5, 8 or 10-mile hikes on separate occasions (legs). At the Novice (NWPD) level the dog carries 20% of its weight for 4 legs. At the WPD level, the dog carries 20% for 5 legs or 30% for 4 legs. The Working Pack Dog Excellent tile (WPDX) is earned when the dog carries 20% for 10 legs or 30% for 8 legs.

**Weight Pull**
Dogs compete to see who can pull the most weight 16 feet. They pull a wheeled cart on an earthen surface. The handler has no contact with the dog during the pull, so it is up to the dog’s willingness to pull. To earn a GSMDCA Working Weight Dog title, your swissy must successfully pull the following weight at 4 separate qualified events: WWD – 10 times their body weight; WWDX – 15 times their body weight; WWDS – 20 times their body weight (only 3 times); ACE – Dogs must have completed the 3 titles (WWD, WWDX, and WWDS). With continued competition (after the WWDS title) dogs shall be awarded points. With 100 points they shall be awarded the ACE title by the GSMDCA.

**Agility**
Agility is a sport in which a dog runs through a timed obstacle course under the guidance of the handler. Each run is timed and scored with the goal of completing the course with the highest score possible. To acquire an Agility title, a dog must earn 3 qualifying scores per class level under at least two different judges.

**Conformation**
Dog shows (conformation events) are intended to evaluate breeding stock. Judges examine the dogs and place them in accordance to how close each dog compares with the judge's mental image of the "perfect" dog as described in the breed's official standard. These standards include qualifications for structure, temperament and movement. In short, they describe the characteristics that allow the breed to perform the function for which it was bred. Most show dogs are competing for points toward their championship. To become an official AKC champion of record, a dog must earn a total of 15 points, which includes 2 major wins under 2 different judges.

**Obedience**
Obedience Trials test a dog's ability to perform a prescribed set of exercises on which it is scored. Dogs and handlers compete against a standard of perfection, rather than against each other. To earn a qualifying score (leg), the team must score more than 50% of the possible points in each exercise, and earn a total score of at least 170
out of a possible 200 points. An obedience title is earned with 3 qualifying scores (legs).

**Novice**:
The first level, Novice, results in your dog earning a Companion Dog (CD) title. The dog will have to heel both on and off leash at different speeds, come when called, stay (still and quietly) with a group of other dogs when told, and stand for a simple physical exam.

**Open**:
The second level, Open, results in your dog earning a Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) title. He must do many of the same exercises as in Novice, but off-leash and for longer periods. Additionally, there are jumping and retrieving tasks.

**Rally**
Rally is a sport in which the dog and handler complete a course that has been designed by the rally judge. The judge tells the handler to begin, and the dog and handler proceed at their own pace through a course of designated stations (10 - 20, depending on the level). Each of these stations has a sign providing instructions regarding the next skill that is to be performed. Scoring is not as rigorous as traditional obedience. To qualify, dog and handler must receive a minimum score of 70 points out of a possible perfect score of 100. A rally title is earned when three qualifying scores have been earned under at least two different judges.

**Tracking**
Tracking Tests allow dogs to demonstrate their natural ability to recognize and follow human scent. A dog only needs to complete one track successfully to earn each title. A dog earns a title by following a track with changes of direction and changes of terrain at advanced levels. The track is laid by a human tracklayer and is "aged" before the dog begins scenting. The goal is to use the scented track to locate an article left at the end of the trail by the tracklayer. The owner, who doesn't know where the track goes, follows the dog on a long leash and can encourage the dog during the test.

**Herding**
To earn a Junior Herding Dog (JHD), the dog must demonstrate its ability to collect and control stock, put stock in motion, move the stock in straight lines and turns, negotiate obstacles and come to a reliable stop at the pen. The stock must be taken through both corner panels and through the center obstacle to qualify. Course time is 8 minutes.

Herding Trial Dog classes, with levels HTD I, II and III, take place on a standard course. All levels include an outrun, lift, fetch, wear and/or drive, and pen. At the started level, the outrun is short and the handler may accompany the dog and sheep throughout the course.

At the intermediate level, the outrun is longer and the handler may accompany the dog only partway through the course. At the advanced level, the outrun is longer, the handler remains at the handler's post until time to pen, and after the pen there is an additional exercise (removing a ribbon from a marked sheep).

For the AKC Pre-Trial tested title (PT), the dog must qualify twice under two different judges. The five elements of the test are: 1. A Stay (controlled pause) at the beginning. 2. Controlled passage of stock including clearing the four gates. 3. One stop on course. 4. One stop while the handler opens the pen gate. 5. Penning the sheep.

---

**Club Awards**

**Ambassador of the Breed Award**
Honoring the Swissy of outstanding distinction in the previous year.

**Friend of the Greater Swiss Mountain Dog**
Awarded to the individual who has done the most for the GSMD in the United States in the preceding year.

**Margaret Poole Lifetime Achievement Award**
To honor from time to time a person or team demonstrating exemplary service to the GSMDCA over many years.

**Exemplary Junior Award**
The Junior (over 9 yrs. Under 18 yrs) who has demonstrated exemplary sportsmanship and dedication to the GSMD in the preceding year through participation in various events or through community service that has contributed to the welfare of the breed or the GSMDCA. Parent or guardian of Junior must be a member of the GSMDCA.
Owner-Handled Champion
The owner-handled award was created to recognize the owner of a Greater Swiss Mountain Dog that is handled for all 15 points to its championship by the registered owner of record. Breeders must be the only owner of a dog in order to be eligible. Professional handlers are eligible for this award only if they are the sole registered owner on the dog. If a professional handler is a co-owner on the dog, the nonprofessional co-owner must be the one that handled the dog for all 15 points to the championship. Paperwork for the owner handled champions is the responsibility of the owner to send to the GSMDCA Statistician by March 1st of the following year.

Top Producer of Champions
Recognizes the Sire and Dam having produced the most AKC Conformation Champion get during a calendar year.

Top Producer of Working Titles
Awarded to the Sire and Dam producing the most working titled offspring (or get) within the Calendar year. Working and obedience titles counted in the versatility program are considered. Multiple titles per get are counted, if there is a tie in the number of titles earned by get, the number of get with working titles is the tie-breaker.

Breeder’s Achievement Award
Recognition is to be awarded every calendar year to every breeder that meets the award requirements. Every recipient is to be listed in the Sentinel and listed on the GSMDCA Website (listed with name, kennel name, and city, state, no specific contact information will be listed). The top 5 achievers are to be listed in rank order (the remaining in alphabetical order).

Breeder’s Cup
Commemorative Plaque is to be awarded to the highest achieving breeder in a calendar year. Winner must meet all of the following requirements and achieve the highest number of points.

Rankings

Conformation Rankings
Top Ten All-Breed statistics are based on dogs defeated in Best of Breed and Group competition. AKC TopDogs reports for the previous calendar year are the source for the All-Breed rankings.

Top Ten Breed statistics are based on dogs defeated in Best of Breed competition. AKC TopDogs reports for the previous calendar year are the source for the Breed rankings.

The Bred-By-Exhibitor Awards recognize the dog and the bitch that accumulate the most points by going Winners Dog (WD) or Winners Bitch (WB) from the Bred-By-Exhibitor (BBE) class. A point is received for each Swissy defeated on the day the dog or the bitch wins WD or WB from the BBE class. A Swissy can only receive points while they are competing for their Championship. Points run through the Calendar year.

Obedience Rankings
Ranking Lists are based on data obtained from the AKC. The top 5 scoring dogs will be identified in Novice A, Open A&B, and Utility A&B. Novice B will be divided into two different lists: a Novice B#1 list for dogs that earn the CD title in a given year and a Novice B#2 list for dogs competing in Novice B in a given year who already have earned a CD title. A Novice B dog will be limited to only one of the Novice B lists in a given year. A dog that has a CD title and subsequently earns 3 or more additional qualifying scores in a given year will automatically be considered for placement on the Novice B#2 list and not the Novice B#1 list. For dogs earning a title in any given year, an average score based on the first three qualifying scores associated with earning the CD, CDX or UD titles will be used. For dogs that have already earned the CD, CDX, or UD title, an average score will be based on the total number of qualifying scores in that class earned subsequent to the title during a given year, with a minimum requirement of 3 qualifying scores required.